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Hello and welcome to the
first edition of the official
Olivia May newspaper! If
you aren’t familiar with
who Olivia May is, we are
a luxury fashion brand that
house an assortment of
different and unique
designers from all over the
world. We have a 
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you from day to night
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Be inspired by our latest
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win tickets for
Haydock races
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See what’s arriving
at Olivia May next

season and take a little
look at what we’ve been

up to in Berlin
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Oxford shop’s
head stylist
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L A D I E S  D A Y
We have TWO pairs of tickets to give away to two separate
lucky winners for Ladies Day! See more info on page 5.
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£189
Lofina

£59.20
Moismont

£248.40
Moyuru

P.04showroom situated in the heart of the
Cheshire countryside, as well as
having a boutique in bustling Oxford.
This newspaper seeks to bring
together Olivia May, Cheshire and you
– The reader! This issue focuses on all
things Summer! We will introduce you
to Olivia May and the team in Cheshire,
showcase a recent buying trip to Berlin,
offer some tips on packing for your
holiday, give you some outfit inspiration
for the races and provide exclusive
discounts for some of the best places
to visit in Cheshire, as well as much
more! Thank you for being a reader of
our first issue and we hope you enjoy
getting to know us. Yours, Olivia May.  



T H I S  S E A S O N ‘ S  FAVOURITES

SURVIVING THE HEAT - OUR LATEST TIPS!

MEET THE TEAM

THE OLIVIA MAY TEAM FAVES!
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The Les Filles SS18 collection is my
pick for this season as it’s very feminine,
with lots of figure flattering dresses
perfect for the Summer. I love that the
pieces have a vintage feel, as I love 50’s
and 60’s fashion. The colour palette is
mainly pale blues and blacks, but there
are a few items in yellow which add a
burst of colour. The pieces are always
wearable and can easily be accessorised
to perfectly suit your style     - EMMY 

I think we can all agree that this English Summer has been glorious! However as we aren’t used to the sun it can sometimes feel 
uncomfortably hot and we aren’t always prepared. Here at Olivia May we have put together our top tips to help you survive the

Summer heat. The first and most important survival tip is to wear loose and light clothing, material choice is so important!
Opt for cottons and linens that are airy and won’t cling to the skin. Another tip is to always stay refreshed and hydrated!
Our favourite tipple of choice is homemade lemonade. Just add sugar to sparkling water and lemon juice (and dash

of vodka if you fancy!). Finally, use accessories to your advantage! A wide brim hat not only looks stylish, but also keeps you
cool and safe from the sun. Scarves are also a really versatile accessory which you should

always save room for in your suitcase, check out our ‘how to wear a scarf’ feature on page 4
for ways to style them!

Every season we are lucky enough to work with stunning statement collections at Olivia May which leads to creative styling and exciting photoshoots!
The Olivia May team let you in on some of their favourite pieces, colours, trends and styles from the SS18 collections.

50’S ERA
My favourite trend and print this season
has been monochrome. This trend has
been featured across many of our
collections but especially Xenia 
Design. The collections features
gingham prints which are quirky and
stylish mixed with bold zebra print styles.
These looks from Xenia Design can take
you from day to night whether it be a
chilled day at the beach or a girls
weekend at the races     - GEORGIA 

GINGHAM
This season has seen some visually
appealing bold and bright shades coming
down the catwalk; and with that in mind
I’m lovin' Rundholz Black Label's SS18
collection. Each colour gives some
interesting depth whilst being styled and
photographed, but the bright pink colour
has to be a fave of mine! All these colours
pop when worn with a simple black outfit
which completely transforms a look!
- kerry

COLOUR
This season my favourite collection has
to be Malloni as I love tailored, classic
and sopisticated pieces that can be
mixed together and never go out of style.
For a special occasion, my go to
designer, new to Olivia May is Varun
Nidhika. The pastel colours combined
with unique print and stand out designs
make them perfect for my Summer
weddings.
 - emma 

PASTEL
My holiday will be in Ibiza this season,
well known for the lively night-life but
also the perfect place to wind down and
chill in many of the islands beach side
bars. I am loving Nouvo Borgo's perfect
cotton dresses that can take you from day
to night. My favourite is the crisp white
classic for Summer! To accessorize it has
to be the beautiful Alice Visin necklaces,
true statement pieces!  
- JODIE

HOLIDAY
Across each designer this season there
has been a heavy influence of different
print throughout the collections. Vibrant
and bright prints with painted splatter
effects from Crea Concept through to a
unique cross woven effect from Nuovo
Borgo. I love the printed pieces as they
can be worn as a casual look with jeans
and pumps or they can be dressed up for
an evening out completed with a
statement necklace     - CLARE

PRINT
This season I have completely fallen for
our new Italian designers IXOS and Malloni,
quality fabrics and stunning silhouettes.
Every year I make a trip to the races so
when these collections arrived they
featured the perfect looks for a day at the
races. I loved the striped ensembles from
IXOS with the unique design keeping you
style savvy and making a statement where-
ever you go. Teamed with a bold necklace
and heels, simply perfect!     - HOLLY

TAILORING
“ “ “ “ “ “ “

” ”
” ” ”

” ”



P A C K I N G  F O R  A  HOLIDAY

10% OFF YOUR FIRST
TREATMENT!

WAYS TO WEAR
SCARF 

STYLING TIPS
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LOOKS TO TAKE YOU FROM DAY TO NIGHT
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COLOUR CLASH
Combine contrasting, bright colours
against black to make your summer
looks pop

SIMPLE KNOT
Try something different with the styling 
techniques by knotting the scarf in 
replacement of a belt or head scarf 

MAKE IT POP
Grey doesn't always have to be boring, 
this look gives texture, style and a pop
of colour

PRINT & PATTERN
Mixing patterns may not be something 
you feel confident with doing but we can 
assure you that it definitely works

Packing for a holiday is never as straight forward as you’d like it to be. Having to take into consideration how much room
you have in your suitcase, what type of destination you’re visiting and making sure you remember the essentials! We
have so many designers for you to choose from so why not mix and match to create your perfect day to night outfits.

Save space by packing pieces that can be worn both in the day and the evening, just by
changing up the accessories.  

  

1
£142.20

£159

This Crea Concept shirt dress is a
great statement piece to keep your
look casual but chic during the day,
but could also be dressed up to
become the perfect outfit for an

evening out.
 

In the day: Wear the shirt slightly
unbuttoned with this beautiful
longline necklace by Beatrice

Handmade Jewelry. Keep the look
casual with these Malloni sandals.

At night: Button up the shirt and pair
it with this Malloni belt to add some
shape. Add a statement necklace

and earrings by Beatrice Handmade
to give your look a touch of glamour.

Finish with heels by Ettore Lami.
Crea Concept

Malloni

Beatrice Handmade
Jewelry

£195
Beatrice Handmade

Jewelry

£193

Beatrice Handmade
Jewelry

£100

Ettore Lami
£122

Malloni
£82.80

2

3

This colourful top by A.B Barbara Garofalo
is so versatile. It can easily be styled

up or down depending on the occasion
or time of day.

In the day: Pair the top with these
wonderful spotty shorts by Moyuru for a 

fun daytime look. Finish with these 
chunky Lofina sandals and a subtle

long-line necklace by Beatrice
Handmade Jewelry.

At night: Wear the top with these fitted
trousers by IXOS for a sleeker look.
Add some colour with this a bold

and bright necklace by Alice Visin, and
finish the look with

these open toe heels
by IXOS. 

£123
Moyuru

£190.20
A.B Barbara Garofalo

£157.60
Lofina

Beatrice Handmade
Jewelry

£180

£74.40
IXOS

£130.20
IXOS

£153
Alice Visin

This beautiful linen tulip dress by
Moyuru is the perfect item to take on
holiday. This piece can look totally

different depending on how it’s styled!

In the day: Wear the dress with a
scarf like this one from Moismont.

You could style the scarf tied in your hair,
or around your neck for an effortlessly

casual look. Add these slip on
pumps by Lofina to finish the look.

At night: Transform the look of this
dress by swapping the scarf

for these unique, wooden jewellery pieces
from Beatrice Handmade Jewellery.

Make the look more
glamorous by adding these platform

sandals by Lofina. 

£248.40
Moyuru

£189
Lofina

£59.20
Moismont

£157.60
Lofina

Beatrice Handmade
Jewelry

£188

Beatrice Handmade
Jewelry

£90

Specialising in skincare, anti-aging, beauty and wellbeing treatments.
Treat yourself in time for your holiday! Pop into Sxy & Fabulous in Ashton Hayes to
receive 10% off your first treatment - take this newspaper to claim your discount!
3 The Barns, Lane End Farm, Ashton Hayes, Cheshire, CH3 8BH
www.sxyfabulous.co.uk Tel: 01829 759332 

*Offer valid 12 months - ends 31.07.19. Offer includes single treatments and treatment courses. Not in conjuction with any other offer. Offer
applies to new customers only.



G E T  R A C E S  READY!

O C C A S I O N  W E A R  SEASON
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A day at the races is always one of the biggest fashion challenges of the year. Whether you’re placing your bets on a horse or the
weather, attending a summer wedding or finding that special piece for a dressy occasion, we can guarantee you have a winning outfit
with Olivia May. You want to dress to impress and of course be the best turned out guest and we have the perfect pieces to style with
your hats and fascinators this season! Styles to suit your personality from feminine to tailored looks or maybe you want to turn heads by
experimenting with colour and stand out in the crowd. Self expression frees the
creative mind, live out loud and make your mark. We teamed up with milliner
Kate Hill and Haydock Racecourse to bring to you a variety of different looks
for many different occasions.
  

K A T E  H I L L
HEADReSSES

RACING’S MOST STYLISH
COMPETITION

We have TWO pairs of tickets
to give away to two separate
lucky winners for Ladies Day!

LOCATION: 
Haydock Racecourse

DATE:
Saturday 11th August 2018.

Simply visit our Facebook &
Instagram pages to vote for your
favourite races outfit with your

answer in the comments section
and tag your plus one.

The competition ends at
midnight on Sunday 5th

August 2018 and
the winner will be announced

on Monday 6th August
2018

-
Happy voting and

good luck!!!
*Starts 23/07/19 12:30pm & ends 5/08/19 11:59pm. One entry per applicant.

Any entries after the end date will not be considered.

O L I V I A  M A Y
SOCIAL

oliviamayltd

Olivia May Ltd

Olivia May Ltd

Olivia May Ltd

Olivia May

Model wears: (above) Lota Printed Dress in Black/White Print - Xenia Design - Product Code: NGM90YNUGU; Wide
Leather Buckle Belt in Nero - Malloni - Product Code: B8BCEEDC37; Abstract Murano Glass Necklace in Black - 
Samuel Coraux - Product Code: EL1SNW061E (top right) Striped Long Knot Dress with Spilt at Front in Latte - Ixos
- Product Code: MULGS9CGVT; Sleeveless Structured Top in Nero - Ixos - Product Code: GOVGXTESH0 (bottom
right) Dress with Bell Sleeves in Multi Marble - Varun Nidhika - Product Code: 9BN6IM5KBK 

Kate graduated with a 1st class honours degree in
fashion design in 1998 and went on to work in 

theatrical costume for a leading design company - 
Stageworks Worldwide Productions where she 

went on to specialise in millinery, headdresses and
fabulous feather harnesses for shows including

Funny Girls, the Hot Ice Show and Eclipse.
Kate has created headwear for television, theatre,

magazines and weddings for over 10 years.

Kate now works from her home studio in 
Manchester as a milliner and as a teacher of art 
and design providing workshops for primary and

secondary schools around the northwest.

All headresses are hand made and prices
start from £85

Call Kate on 07900 266 212 or email her on 
kate@katehillheaddresses.co.uk 
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W I N !  2  
T I C K E T S  F O R

H A Y D O C K  R A C E S 
L A D I E S  D A Y
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STUDIO RUNDHOLZ
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An inspirational collection of clothing designs from Carsten and Lenka Rundholz. These wonderful designers are responsible for the creation of the Rundholz Mainline, Dip and
Black Label collection. Each collection has it’s own unique style and fabrics. The Mainline Label is edgy, innovative, experimental and very wearable. The Dip Collection is known
for its stunning heavy dyed fabrics. The Black Label collection offers all the shapes and styles of Rundholz but with everyday fabrics. Rundholz is designed for the individual who
does not need to conform. It’s experimentation with shape, structure and fabric means that season on season you are wowed by their creativity and insight. With Rundholz you
have the best opportunity to create a truly unique outfit, which is both wearable and stunning. The beautiful fabrics and colours mixed with interesting print from season to season
is exceptional.

B E R L I N  I S  L I K E  A  H O M E  A W A Y  F R O M  H O M E  T O  U S  A T 
O L I V I A  M A Y !  S O  W E  B R I N G  T O  Y O U  S O M E  O F 

T H E  B E S T  T H I N G S  T O  D O  A N D  P L A C E S 
T O  V I S I T  T H I S  S U M M E R !

  

ROOF TERRACE 
of the Klunkerkranich in Neukölln 
- escape the hustle and bustle of 
the city! 

BIKE TOUR 
at Teltowkanal - grab your bike
and ride to unknown ares of
Berlin!

ON THE WATER 
at the Rummelsburger Bucht
- raft trips, boat trips and canoe
tours are wonderfully relaxing! 

STREET FESTIVALS 
the city shows its colourful side
with spectacular parades, acrobats
and dancers.

SS19 BUYING TRIP! LOOK WHAT
WE’VE BEEN UP TO IN BERLIN...

When we got our eyes on the SS19 collections from Rundholz we were super excited!
We visited the Rundholz showroom in the heart of Berlin in the blazing heat of July and
we wanted to take everything there and then - three floors of heaven! Our first stop was
Black Label, a pastel palette made up of cool mints and candyfloss pinks combined with
bold monochrome! Mini stripes, dog tooth patterns, spot prints, baby doll ruffling and
ruching, chunky knits and tie dye effects were the main features. Dip went back to it’s
roots featuring the famous desert and moon colours, perfect for combining with your
current wardrobe! Heavily influenced by criss cross weaving, inside out seams, pleating,
embroidered flowers and transparent prints across all classic silhouettes. Picture all things
stripe - Mainline was all about bold checkerboard prints, a heavy monochrome palette
and psychedelic stripes with extreme attention to detail when it came to the fabrics. A
combination of textured nets, edgy unfinished edges and shiny finishes across particular
styles. Take a look at some of our favourites - we can’t wait, can you?!

1

2

3

4

AW18/19 DELIVERIES
ARRIVING:

Although it’s the middle of Summer, our AW18/19 collections have just started
to arrive and we’re so excited! A palette of rusty browns and pea greens are
coming through across the Rundholz labels. Oversized knits, shearling coats
and heavy net skirts are just a few of of the silhouettes you will see!

SS18 RECAP:

Rundholz Mainline and Dip featured beautiful and durable
fabrics, patterns, prints as well as varying textures. This
season the collection has been inspired by African Summer,
throughout the pieces you can see tribal prints, aboriginal
vibes and deep colours. 

M A I N L I N E  &  D I P 

Abstract, bright, bold and visually appealling. The bolder the
better! Skip the subtle pieces this Summer and go with state-
ment items. The confetti added a fun feel to the shoot and
worked perfectly alongside the bright and bold colours. We
mixed it up slightly and clashed the colours.

B L A C K  L A B E L 



W H A T ‘ S  T O  COME
upcoming events in cheshire
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HOW DID YOU BEGIN
YOUR FASHION CAREER? 

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE
KEY LOOKS THIS SEASON
AT OLIVIA MAY?

What have you got
your eye on for the
next season?

What was the last
item you bought at
Olivia May?

What are your favourite
magazines and where do you
get your fashion inspo from?

What is a typical
day in the shop?

Who is your favourite
designer FROMT Olivia May
and THE catwalk?

Why SHOULD OUR READERS
visit Oxford and what is
there to do in Jericho?

My journey in the fashion industry started
as a total accident. It was back in my 20’s
when I moved to live in Italy. Where else
can you enjoy complete style and elegance?!
It was an unexpected job offer for a position
in a fashion franchise and that was when I
entered the ‘magical’ fashion world. After I
followed these opportunities, I dedicated
myself to styling and visual merchandising
and there was no going back! The fashion
industry covers many positions and what I
personally enjoy the most is my qualification
as a product manager, brand advisor and image
researcher. It has been almost 17 years and every
day is still a new challenge with new opportunities
which allow me to discover and experiment
within my career. 

It has been a rainbow colourful Spring/Summer
season with some strong shades, but also pastel
colours. The key looks in all our seasons are
defined by feminine lines and shapes. The
woman’s silhouette can be so different and this is
exactly what we always keep in my mind when
choosing the collections. Our main purpose is
creating key looks in every day and occasion
wear. They have to fit perfectly and elevate the
feminine beauty.

The Autumn/Winter collections have always
been my favourite. The Autumn/Winter season
allows us to dress in so many different ways
with layering different shapes and materials.
For the upcoming season we have a few very
interesting new additions to our designers.
Again we will offer to Olivia May customers
very beautiful colourful palettes, shapes and
natural fabrics. Personally I focus my attention
on the tailored jackets and coats in strong
vibrant colours. 

A beautiful shirt dress from the Japanese
designer Moyuru.

Our store customers are our priority and it’s
always nice and pleasant to interact with them.
We do a lot of styling and different visual work
on a daily basis. Now that we have our new
YouTube channel and online magazine, we
organize and prepare the styling for the
different photo shoots.

My favourites are Porter, Tatler and Harper’s Bazaar. Also the
special editions including French L’Officiel. I read a lot of
different international fashion magazines, this keeps me up to date
on how trends are in different countries. As for my fashion
inspiration I follow different designers on social media and many
inspiring fashion blogs where it’s so easy to take some ideas and
adapt to your own style. 

Without any hesitation, my favourite designers and the ones that
reflect more my personality are Moyuru, Rundholz Dip and A.B
Barbara Garofalo. A combination of exquisite style! There are
many catwalk designers that I admire for one reason or another,
but on the top of my list are: Givenchy, Celine, Jil Sander, Miu
Miu, Lanvin, Fendi.

Oxford is a beautiful place to live, work and visit and Jericho is
one of the most characteristic places in the city. It’s ideal for
having a pleasant weekend, enjoying a walk around, a lunch in
one the numerous restaurants that offer different international
cuisine. If you fancy a new haircut there is one of the best hair
salons. And of course here is where you can enter the refined and
feminine world of Olivia May.

VISIT OUR OXFORD SHOP IN THE HEART OF JERICHO
Veneta Markova, our Oxford Shop head stylist gives you 5 minutes of day to day life in the shop, how she started her fashion

career and a few of her favourite pieces and trends from this season!

Cheshire Bazaar - 19th August - Capesthorne Hall, Congleton Rd, Siddington, SK11 9JY 
Come and join us for a splendid day out at Cheshire’s new outdoor fair, where you can sample delicious artisan foods and visit a spectacular range of antiques, vintage & craft stalls.

Gladfest - 7-9 September - Church Lane, Hawarden, Flintshire, CH5 3DF
At Gladfest we bring together the most exciting contemporary writing from all over the country, and this year is no exception with history, poetry, comic strips, memoir, nature writing, spirituality and fiction of all kinds.

Great British Food Festival - 22-23 September - Arley, Northwich CW9 6NA
Artisan food market, food challenges and competitions, live music, children’s entertainment, foodie demonstrations and so much more!

The Wine, Cheese & Chocolate Festival Liverpool - 22nd September - Secret Venue TBA Soon, West Derby Road, Liverpool, L6 9BY 
Celebrating the very best in British Artisan Suppliers! Join us for a day in Foodie Heaven, with wine quaffing, cheese gorging and chocolate worshipping.

Goosfest - early October - in and around the village of Goostrey in Cheshire
The festival offers a diverse programme of events, so whether it is classical, folk, jazz or contemporary music, theatre, stand-up comedy or craft that turns you on, Goosfest has it!

FIZZ
&

FASHION
Ladies Night

at 1539
chestER
18.10.18

Join us for a fun filled evening at 1539 and help us raise
money for local charity VISYON, who provide support to children, young people

and their families.

Enjoy canapes on arrival followed by a selction of the finest
sparkling wines and champagne supplied

by The Wine School of Cheshire.

Sit back and watch the catwalk come to life with
Olivia May’s AW18/19 collection.

Canapes and wine tasting begin at 6pm.

For ticket purchases and enquiries, please contact
Emma Male at emma@oliviamay.org or call

01829 751 600

£25.00 PER PERSON

INSTA
RECAP
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Cheshire Showroom: The Barns Lane End Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton Hayes, Cheshire, CH3 8BH - Tel: 01829 751 600 Email: ann@oliviamay.org
Oxford Shop: 31 Little Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU - Tel: 01865 515 336


